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Preparation Tips for NTA (UGC) NET Exam

As NTA (UGC) NET is a very competitive examination, the candidates must take it very seriously. He
should have theory knowledge though the papers usually come in objective type. The objective type
NET examination acts as a blessing for the candidates who prepare very intensively. Students can
easily get eligible if you allocate the time properly for each paper and practice the model papers daily,
along with understanding well the general subject matters.

NTA (UGC) NET Paper 1 (General Paper on Teaching and Reserch Aptitude)
The ultimate aim of Paper-1 is to check and judge the candidates՚skills and capabilities in Teaching and
Research. The ability to understand the subject, reasoning, application of methodological reasoning etc
are evaluated and examined by this paper.

This paper includes the following stated below:

1. Teaching aptitude.

2. Research aptitude.

3. Reading Comprehension.

4. Communication.

5. Reasoning.

6. Logical Reasoning.

7. Data Interpretation.

8. Information and communication Technology.

9. People environment.

10. Higher education System: Governance, Ploity and Administration.

Preparation Strategy
1. The syllabus is indeed very huge.

2. Candidate has to attain detailed knowledge on each and every aspect.

3. He has to go through the subjects in a disciplined manner and also on a regular basis.

4. Keep yourself updated with the topics of current affairs, practicing to read and understand the
questions and �inding the answers quickly are to be chosen by the candidate.

5. Practice Mock test frequently.

6. Focus on multiple choice questions and also reading the subject from the basics is must.
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7. Numerous books are present in the market, but Examrace provides several well written and
targeted postal courses [../NTA-UGC-NET-FlexiPrep-Program/Postal-Courses/].

Paper 2 & 3
These are the papers that were preferred by candidate according to his Degree and PG Degree.

Candidate must have some fundamental as well as advanced knowledge.

As question paper will be more complex and thorough in nature, one has to prepare for this not
according to regular annual exams but to the competitiveness of the exam.

Revise the subjects as much as possible.

Maintain a proper time limit.

Complete one chapter per weak along with practicing model papers daily.

Practice mock tests to attain great speed in reading, understanding the subject etc & recognize the
answers without wasting any single minute.

Put more efforts in your weak points and concentrate on those subjects where you are lacking.

Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
I	had	completed	my	m.com.Now	i	want	clear	my	net	exam	in	commerce	plz	tell	which	method
or	which	book	i	should	prefer	to	clear	my	exam	in	�irst	attempt

(-	sh...@	on	18-Aug-2018)

1	Answer

Book list is available @ https://www.examrace.com/NTA-UGC-NET/ [../], for paper 1 refer
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/ [https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/]

- sh...@ on 18-Aug-2018

Hi,	can	you	please	help	me	with	the	link	for	the	materials	of	Paper	2	and	3	for	Computer
Science

(-	sr...@	on	27-Oct-2017)

1	Answer

For computer science NET exam practice questions at -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/]

- sr...@ on 27-Oct-2017

I	want	to	prepare	for	the	subject-	Education	to	appear	in	UGC	NET	on	nov	5.	kindly	guide
guide	me	which	are	the	good	revised	books	for	preparation	for	all	the	three	papers	and	where
do	I	get	it	from.

(-	bh...@	on	02-Sep-2017)

1	Answer
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For Education preparation refer - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Education/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Education/]

- bh...@ on 02-Sep-2017

I	want	to	know	the	scopes	and	job	opportunities	after	NET?

(-	gn...@	on	01-Jul-2017)

1	Answer

After clearing NET you are eligible for lecturership in government colleges and universities in India.
You can make teaching as a career.

- gn...@ on 01-Jul-2017

Hi...im	doing	mphil	in	human	resource	management...i	just	want	some	book	materials	in
labour	welfare,	Industrial	relation	for	paper	2	&	3...could	u	suggest	please...?

(-	su...@	on	10-Jun-2017)

1	Answer

For HRM visit - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Labor-Welfare/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Labor-Welfare/]

- su...@ on 10-Jun-2017

I	have	done	Phd	in	Hindustani	Music.	Now	I	want	to	be	a	professor	on	same	subject.	Please
guide	me	how	to	prepare	for	the	exam	and	suggest	classes	/books	to	study.	I	stay	in	Jabalpur
MP	India.

(-	sh...@	on	05-Jun-2017)

1	Answer

For NET in Hindustani Music refer - https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Music/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Music/]

- sh...@ on 05-Jun-2017

sir,	i	would	like	to	prepare	ugc	net	in	laibrary	science	which	metrial	is	use	full	to	get	ugc	net
score	plse	tell	me	sar	and	im	doing	mlisc	in	distance	education	iam	eligible	or	not	pls	tel	me
sar

(-	m....@	on	24-May-2017)

1	Answer

For library science preparation material visit -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Library-Science/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Library-Science/]

- m....@ on 24-May-2017

CBSENET	History	paper	for	2017	along	with	paper	1

(-	in...@	on	16-Mar-2017)
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1	Answer

For Paper 1 visit - https://www.examrace.com/NTA-UGC-NET/NTA-UGC-NET-FlexiPrep-
Program/Postal-Courses/Examrace-NTA-UGC-NET-Paper-I-Series.html [../NTA-UGC-NET-FlexiPrep-
Program/Postal-Courses/Examrace-NTA-UGC-NET-Paper-I-Series.html] and for history refer
https://www.examrace.com/Subject-Book-Lists/History-Book-List.html [/Subject-Book-
Lists/History-Book-List.html]

- in...@ on 16-Mar-2017

sir,	i	am	a	m.tech	student	in	cse	branch.......i	want	to	clear	the	ugc	net	exam	in	computer
science	and	application..........plz	provide	materials	and	online	class.....give	me	some	tips	how
to	carck

(-	si...@	on	06-Mar-2017)

1	Answer

For computer science NET exam preparation visit -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/]

- si...@ on 06-Mar-2017

Sir	I	am	m	c	a	student	how	to	preapation	ugc	net	computer	science	and	guideline	to	all	paper
and	material.

(-	ra...@	on	21-Jan-2017)

1	Answer

For computer science preparation material with past solved papers visit -
https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/
[https://www.doorsteptutor.com/Exams/UGC/Computer-Science/]

- ra...@ on 21-Jan-2017
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